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The course purpose is to prepare students to deal with tasks that are specified in Acts and 

knowing their application possibilities for administering natural and civilization challenges 

by means of public administration, and to contribute environmental security maintaining 

of population.   

Position and role of natural and civilization disaster recovery in the state defense system.  

Disaster recovery structure of disaster recovery, disaster types. Legislative basis of disaster 

recovery. Structure and management system of disaster recovery.  

Disaster recovery areas: 

- Official (preventive) task of fire service and tasks of fire-fighting and damage 

control.   

- Tasks of civil defence in elimination of emergency situations that might be 

developed due natural and civilization factors. Organizing and planning civil defence. 

- The area of industrial security, security of critical infrastructure, industrial accident 

prevention, activities of hazardous materials handling, transporting hazardous 

commodities.  

The course knowledge material besides understanding of official preventive and 

controlling tasks contains applicable methods for damage controlling and eliminating 

emergency situation also.   

Risk assessment of flooding and inland waters in Hungary. The damages of the waters will 

be a problem in the future in the European Union, especially the more pronounced 

manifestation of the weather. It is impossible to avoid, but the adequate risk assessment 

and the well-organized prevention could help to decrease endangers of human lives and the 

extent of damage in the natural and artificial environment. The first step of the risk 

assessment is to identify the flooding and inland water risks. The areas and settlements 

could be determined, where there is a flooding or inland water is a problem and the level 

of the risks. As a result of the process, different risk maps could be made. 
Professional competencies: 

Knowledge of the methodology and legal regulations for performing environmental impact 

assessments and for compiling impact studies.  

Able to perform environmental impact assessments and to participate in compiling impact 

studies.  

Able to apply environmental remediation methods, to prepare for and participate in 

remediation.  

Able to reveal deficiencies in the technologies applied and process risks and to initiate 

mitigation measures after getting familiarized with the technology concerned.  

Performing environmental tasks individually and managing special environment protection 

work independently even in unexpected decision making situations. 
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